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The Charm of Hybrids



Strong coupling constant
parametrizes QCD

Small distances
asymptotic freedom
QCD very successful

Larger distances   Mysteries
gluon self interaction
confinement
formation of hadrons
total mass >> sum of parts

Quantum Chromo Dynamics

Here Be Dragons



Colour is the QCD charge 
carried by quarks, antiquarks 
and gluons

Apart from the bound states
of quarks and antiquarks QCD 
also allows extra gluons 

States with explicit gluon 
content: glueballs and hybrids 
allows us to probe QCD in a 
new way

RULE OF THUMB:
Everything allowed by physics
should be there!!



Why haven’t many such states not been found?

Light hybrid mix and
overlap with many normal 
meson states

Hybrid-meson mixing occur
when both can decay into the
same final state (quantum
number conservation)

Solution: Understand the complete
light-quark meson spectrum 
experimentally and theoretically 

DIFFICULT!!

MESSY!!



Exception: states with exotic quantum numbers
which cannot mix with ordinary mesons
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Two states have clearly been identified
Crystal Barrel, GAMS/CERN,
VES/Serpukhov, E852/Brookhaven

1(1600)π Crystal Barrel, E852/Brookhaven

Incoherent intensity for an ordinary
meson and a hybrid candidate
from PWA on proton-antiproton
collisions (Crystal Barrel).

For proton antiproton reactions the
production rate of hybrids is of  
the same order as normal mesons



Access to channels 
•Target and projectile identity
(quantum number conservation,
couplings)
•Energy scale

Proton-antiproton annihilations
in flight directly access all 
nonexotic quantum numbers

Exotics can be produced in 
association with other particles 



Particles with exotic quantum numbers come
from production reactions 

Formation
Production

The production mode rate is generally 100-1000 times 
smaller than formation mode



Charmonium is the positronium of QCD

e e+ − cc

The spectrum is clean 
and well understood 
with few states

Identification of additional
states (hybrids) easier than 
in the light meson sector

Few states
Narrow
Understand 

potential well

Perturbative 
methods apply (test
QCD)
Relativistic effects 

small (test QCD)
High cross section

0.3sα ≈



Charmed hybrids:
Supposed to be narrow below the           threshold @4.3 GeV

1 , (0, , 2) ,1 , (1 0,1 2, )++ −+ ++ +−

Low lying hybrids predicted by lattice QCD

Selection rule:
if X and Y have the same nonrelativistic structure and L=0

are not allowed [P. Page, Phys Lett. 1997]

NOTH X Y⎯⎯⎯→ +
* **, ,DD DD D D→

Ground state
[C.Bernard, LATTICE’98]

[F.E. Close, Phys. Rev. 1998]
[P.R. Page, Acta Phys. Polon. 1998]
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Production mode

Neutral pions
only EMC required 
less hadronical background
combinatorics a problem
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Suggestion from 
[Chris Michael, 
hep-lat/0207017]

Hybrid decay to charmonium and light hadrons:

Trigger!!



What rate should be expected?

[R.Cester Workshop on Physics at SuperLEAR]

0( ) 130pp pbσ ψπ→ =

In analogy with the light quark case the formation rate
for hybrids is assumed to be of the same order as that of
mesons 

Therefore a cross section 
i.e. approximately 75 events per day should be expected

( ) 100cp p H x pbσ → ≈

Background        reactions each second !!710

Identified by
their quantum 
numbers

Partial Wave Analysis
Data with high 
resolution, 
quality, statistics
is imperative!!!



GSI accelerator 
Plasma physics
Radioactive Ion Beams
Nuclear Physics
Antiproton Physics (PANDA)

HESR 
High Energy Storage Ring
Momentum resolution            electron

stochastic  
Circulating
Energy range
Maximum Luminosity                                
Beam radius at target

122 10p ≤ ∗

0.03 mm

1 15 GeV−
32 2 12 10 cm s− −∗

Universal Detector
Charged particle tracking
Identification of                                                     
High rate
Sophisticated and fast trigger scheme

, , , , , ,e K p pγ μ π± ± ± ±

PANDA
Chiral symmetry restoration
in matter
Charmonium Spectroscopy
Strange baryons in nuclear field
Glueballs and Hybrids

410−

510−



For the chosen channel the EMC is in focus, 7150 crystals

0 417 , PbWOχ

For the given hybrid
decay channel 
the EMC is in focus, 
7150 crystals

0 417 , PbWOχ

3 IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
•Is there a signature that reduces combinatorics (background)?
•Demands on the EMC? Energy resolution? Granularity?
•Background? Will PWA resolve the hybrid?



PANDA software
Object Oriented Programming
•ROOT  – analysis package

Event Generator
•Geant4 – detector simulation
•TARA  – Partial Wave Analysis

Simulation Detector design!
Goals, ideas!



2 2[ ]M GeVππ

2 2[ ]M GeVχπ

[ ]M GeVγγ [ ]E GeVγ

2 2[ ]M GeVχπ

2 2[ ]M GeVππ

2 2[ ]M GeVχπ

WORK IN PROGRESS!!

Pion detection Photon spectrum

Hybrid
detection

Phase space implementation



Summary
•Exotics are a natural part of QCD, but fairly unknown
•Knowledge of their properties would tell us a lot 
about strong interactions: hadronic mass generation 
and confinement
•Exotics are present in proton-antiproton reactions
•Light exotics are complicated to measure and classify
•Heavy exotics will show a clearer signature
•We expect narrow states in a region accessible at GSI
•Simulation is in progress to establish whether and 
how a      hybrid signal would be detectable at 
PANDA.
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